Researcher Tools
How to choose where to publish using altmetrics
With thousands of journals to choose from, how will you decide where to publish your
next study? Altmetrics can help!

Determine your goals

Your personal end goals for your research might include any of the following:

Improving
clinical
practice

Engaging
the
public
Sharing
useful research
software

Enriching
local
culture
Creating
economic
opportunities

Raising
awareness of a
social issue

Publishing in particular journals can help you achieve these goals! That’s because
journals and the promotion services they provide are a great way to get your research
into the hands of other researchers, policymakers, and many other audiences.

Identify journals with the most reach

It’s easy to learn if particular journals publish more attentiongetting research than others. Just look up Altmetric Attention
Scores (seen on Altmetric Badges across hundreds of journals
worldwide) for articles in the journals you want to compare.

Learn which journals are read by your audience

If your goal is to reach a specific audience for your research,
look up the altmetrics for articles that have already done so.
For example, altmetrics can tell you if certain journals tend to
be featured in popular blogs or social media groups relevant to
your desired audience.

Find journals that can help you promote your work

You can learn whether certain journals are better at helping
to promote their authors’ work than others. For example, are
many of the tweets for articles prompted by a journal’s official
Twitter account?

Researcher Tools
Find altmetrics for journal articles
Altmetric Bookmarklet

The Altmetric Bookmarklet allows you to find altmetrics for anything with a DOI
(including most journal articles) with a single click.
After you’ve installed the Bookmarklet, simply:

Step 1.
Visit a journal
article’s
webpage

Step 2.
Click the
Bookmarklet

Step 3.
View the
article’s
altmetrics!

Altmetric Badges

Altmetric Badges appear on hundreds of journal
websites worldwide. You can click on a badge to
view the metrics and full-text discussions of that
journal article.

Get started

Visit Altmetric.com today to download the free bookmarklet and start reviewing your
altmetrics data!
Questions? Check out the Altmetric Support forum or email us at support@altmetric.com.

